
 

 

 

A 100% Renovation project has occurred at Mythos Palace 

Resort & Spa! 

 

Press Release, July 2018 

 

Mythos Palace Resort & Spa   proceeded to a new renovation investment and category 

upgrade from 4 to 5 stars. The operations for the renovation started in November 

2017 and ended in May 2018. The result is extraordinary! A completely renewed 

environment of luxury and premium all-inclusive services, where Guests have the 

chance to enjoy their carefree summer days. 

The new modern exteriors were designed to ensure that guests, either couples or 

families, are offered comfortable and luxury holidays in the best possible way. The 

impressive reception area was given such a modern look that every guest that enters, 

immediately becomes impressed by the glamorous environment.  

The hotel rooms have been completely renovated and have been decorated with new 

furniture, creating modern and bright spaces with all the necessary comforts that 

every demanding guest requires. The bathrooms have been equipped with modern 

furniture that highlights every corner. The use of sophisticated mirrors at specific 

points give a sense of wider spaces, while at the same time the color palette chosen 

for the walls and furniture give an earthy tone, creating an airy mood and relaxing 

sensation. Furthermore, all rooms are equipped with free safe boxes, iron & iron 

board and mini bar, filled with all the necessary refreshing drinks.  

In the hotel area, a New Italian Restaurant is added to offer new gastronomical 

experiences and more dining options as part of the premium all-inclusive package. 

Here, the color palette changes its mood and becomes more intense with an emphasis 

on red and black tones found in every furniture and space.  What is more, the 

introduction of the Sweet Corner comes to complete the external hotel area that 

satisfies every sweet and ice-cream lover. Also, guests can connect to Wi-Fi for free in 

all hotel areas. 

The goal of the Hotel Managers for this project was to upgrade the beautiful 

environment of Mythos Palace Resort & Spa while also maintaining the friendly and  
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efficient service for every guest. After all that has always been the foundation and the 

spirit of Mythos Palace which helped to gain so many devoted and repeated guests. 

 

Contact Details: 

Kavros Apokoronou- Georgioupolis 

73007 Chania, Crete, Greece 

Tel.: +30 28250 61713, 61791 

Email: info@mythos-palace.gr  
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